
Bath 1 - Pour 1 cup Epsom Salt in a tub of water
Soak for about 30 minutes
 

Bath 2 - 1c Hydrogen Peroxide
- 1/2c Sea Salt
- 1c Baking Soda
- Soak for about 30 minutes
 
** NOTE - you can add Bath 1 and Bath 2 ingredients ALL together 

in ONE bath also **
 

Bath 3 - Use Rosemary, Peppermint & Mullein (or any
combination of the three). Make tea and pour into water or
put herbs in a muslin bag and drop it into your bath water. 

Soak for about 20 minutes
 

** NOTE - Oxygen Baths are Stimulating not relaxing. **
 
Benefits - the above herbs are known as "oxygenating"
herbs and can be in stock in your cabinet for such uses.
Oxygen baths provide body balance, detoxification,
relief of lung congestion and related ailments and relief
of "osteo" type conditions.

Homemade Oxygen Bath
You can use product from WalMart (3%)
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Homemade Oxygen Bath
You can use product from WalMart (3%)

Bath 1 - Pour 1 cup Epsom Salt in a tub of water
Soak for about 30 minutes
 

Bath 2 - 1c Hydrogen Peroxide
- 1/2c Sea Salt
- 1c Baking Soda
- Soak for about 30 minutes
 
** NOTE - you can add Bath 1 and Bath 2 ingredients 

ALL together in ONE bath also **
 

Bath 3 - Use Rosemary, Peppermint & Mullein (or any combination
of the three). Make tea and pour into water or put herbs in a
muslin bag and drop it into your bath water. 

Soak for about 20 minutes
 

** NOTE - Oxygen Baths are Stimulating not relaxing. **
 
Benefits - the above herbs are known as "oxygenating"
herbs and can be in stock in your cabinet for such uses.
Oxygen baths provide body balance, detoxification, relief of
lung congestion and related ailments and relief of "osteo"
type conditions.
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 Make a tea of Elder Flowers, Peppermint and Yarrow
 Drink it HOT (within reason) before the bath
 Pour 3# Epsom Salts or enough Dead Sea salts for 1 bath into very hot
(within reason) bath water
 In the bath, rub "arthritic" like joins with a stiff brush for 5-10 minutes
 Stay in bath 20-25 minutes.
 Do NOT dry yourself off upon exiting the tub. Wrap up immediately in a
clean sheet and go straight to bed. Covering yourself with several blankets. 

The sheet will be stained with wastes excreted through your skin
You may want to protect your mattress with a sheet of plastic
This is a strong detox procedure and it happens quickly
Take extra care if you have a weak heart or high blood pressure

Note: this releases toxic material and you should complete upon retiring at night.
Rest will be needed after the bath.

 
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

 
 

Important Notes:

 
    7. Repeat the bath once every 2 weeks until sheet is no longer stained, a 
        sign that the body is cleansed.
    8. Ensure to drink Pure water throughout the procedure to prevent 
         dehydration and loss of body salts.

Homemade Inflamed "Osteo" Type
Support Bath
(Linda Page-Healthy Healing)

(the Osmotic pressure of the Epsom Salt solution absorbed by the sheet will draw off heavy perspiration)
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 Fill bath with pleasantly HOT water (within reason) to cover you when
you recline. 
 Add 8 ounces Baking Soda and swirl to dissolve
 Soak for 30 minutes
 Emerge and wrap up in thick towel and lie down for 15 minutes (this
will release any weakness or dizziness that might occur from the heat
and rapid toxin release)

Therapeutic support for detoxification
Especially beneficial if you suffer from too little sleep, high stress,
too much alcohol, caffeine or nicotine, chronic colds or flu. 
Baking Soda balance an over-acid system leaving you refreshed
and invigorated with extra soft skin.

Note: this releases toxic material and you should complete upon retiring at
night. Rest will be needed after the bath.

 
1.

2.
3.
4.

 
Benefits:

 
    7. Repeat the bath once every 2 weeks until sheet is no longer stained,        
         a sign that the body is cleansed.
    8. Ensure to drink Pure water throughout the procedure to prevent 
         dehydration and loss of body salts.

Alkalizing Bath for an Over Acid System

Lightly spread a paste of baking soda and water under
your armpits - OR -  
Make a natural deodorant stick with coconut oil,
cornstarch, baking soda, and essential oil (you can buy
the deodorant tubes on amazon or your favorite supplier)

Baking Soda is also great for making your own 
non-toxic deodorant! 

1.

2.
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Hot & Cold Circulation Stimulation
*stimulates vital healing energy

 Take HOT shower (within reason) for 3 minutes
Follow with sudden change to Cold water for 2 minutes
Repeat this cycle 3 times ending with Cold
Ensure to Brush with Loofah or Natural Bristle Brush during COLD cycle.
Follow shower with a full or partial massage, brisk towel rub, and then
finish with some mild stretching exercises. 

Note: this releases toxic material and you should complete upon retiring at night.
Rest will be needed after the bath.

 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hot & Cold Circulation FOOT Bath
Option 1 - Put ONE foot in a dishpan of HOT (within reason) water

Put the other foot in a dishpan of ICE cold water
Maintain for 3 minutes
Rest for 3 minutes and REPEAT 3 cycles

Option 2 - Put ONE foot in a dishpan of HOT (within reason) water
ADD 1 Tablespoon of Dry Mustard or Ginger or Cayenne Pepper

Put the other foot in a dishpan of ICE cold water
Maintain for 3 minutes
Rest for 3 minutes and REPEAT 3 cycles

NOTE -  
You can take many spices in your kitchen cabinet and turn those into your
Medicine Cabinet with simple Hot Bath Therapy. Simply make an old fashioned
tea (1 T dried spice/herb + 1 cup water) and then ADD to your hot bath. 
If you Dry Brush prior to bathing this will open your pores and skin will pick up
the detoxification nutrients from the spices/herbs better.  Soak for 20 minutes
or more to get the therapeutic benefits.
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Note

1 T dried spice/herb + 1 cup water) 
ADD to your hot bath. 

You can take many spices in your kitchen cabinet and turn those into your
Medicine Cabinet with simple Hot Bath Therapy. 
 
Simply make an old fashioned tea 

 
If you Dry Brush prior to bathing this will open your pores and skin will pick up
the detoxification nutrients from the spices/herbs better.  
 
Soak for 20 minutes or more to get the therapeutic benefits.

This information is not intended to prescribe, trat, heal, cure or prevent any disease. Please consult
your medical doctor before trying any new adventure in the Natural realm of life!

Recipe Recipe
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